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Thank You

We hope you get many years of enjoyment from your Renegade 
product.   If you have any questions or comments about this or our 
other products, we would love to hear from you.   

Karla and Andy Rodgers facebook.com/RenArtGlass

renegadeartglass.net plus.google.com/+RenegadeArtGlassLexington 
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Safety First
 Always wear safety glasses when working with glass. 
 To reduce the risk of electric shock, ensure power has been 

turned off at the circuit breaker or fuse box before attaching 
your kit to a light fixture. 

Unpacking 

Carefully unpack all pieces.  The hardware packet containing the 
ball nuts and grommets is small and can easily be misplaced. 

Package Contents 

The shade kit comes with the following parts: 

# Item

Part Quantity by Kit Type
3 Leaf 

(RL210A)
4 Leaf 

(RL210B)
8 Leaf 

(RL210E)

A Bracket 
assembly 1 1 1 

B Mounting 
grommets 4 5 9 

C Ball nuts 3 4 8 
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Renegade Art Glass’ Small Pendant Shade Kits have been designed to help you create unique and beautiful pendant 
shades.  A shade is made up of multiple glass “leaves” attached to a bracket assembly which is in turn attached to a light 
fixture that you provide.   

Shade Leaf Design 
A pendant shade begins with the artist creating the glass leaves.   The design of your leaves is up to you, but here are 
some tips for awesome shades: 

 The size of your leaves is really only limited by the weight capacity of the light fixture you use.  Renegade 
recommends not exceeding 8 pounds total glass weight. (Which is a lot! – over 2.5 square feet!)   Single layer 
glass can be used for leaves, but double layer glass is stronger and less likely to be damaged after hanging. 

 The leaves can be shaped and left flat or slumped depending on the effect you want.  Our Design Planning 
Sheets on our website (renegadeartglass.net/light-kit-help) can help you decide how your leaves will wrap 
around the shade bracket.   Our Pendant Shade Artist’s Tools kit (found in our online store) includes a stainless 
steel mold that is designed specifically for creating leaves that wrap around your shade bracket. 

 We recommend drilling the mounting hole at least ½” from the edge of the glass.  Also, if you want your leaf to 
hang vertically straight, drill the hole as close to the horizontal center of the leaf as possible.  

Shade Assembly 
Assembly Process: 

1. Prepare your glass “leaves” by drilling one ¼” hole, at least ½” from the top of the leaf.  You can find a helpful 
video tutorial on drilling glass on our website. (renegadeartglass.net/light-kit-help) 

2. Press a mounting grommet into the holes in each leaf.  These provide padding so that the screw threads do not 
touch the glass.  

3. Slide the screw (already mounted in the shade bracket assembly) through the grommet on each leaf.  If you 
have trouble sliding the grommet into the hole or the screw through the grommet, your drilled hole may need 
to be slightly enlarged by reaming (re-drilling) the glass slightly. 

4. Add a ball nut to each screw end and finger tighten.  It should compress the grommet slightly to grip the glass. 
5. Mount your assembled shade on your favorite pendant fixture!
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